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INTRODUCTION


"Right now, roughly half the world's population doesn't have a chance to say "yes" or "no" to the blessing of salvation in Christ. Pray that our hearts are broken knowing that every day nearly 80,000 individuals in unreached people groups perish without God and without hope (that's 55 people a minute or roughly one person every second...we've got to face up to the fact that only 10 percent of our foreign missionary force is going to the totally unreached half of the world."

"...The harvest truly is great, but the laborers are few; therefore pray the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into His harvest." (Luke 10:2)

CHAPTER 3: OUR CALL


2. Sjogren, *Unveiled at Last*, p. 139.

"On the average, for every dollar that gets put into the offering plate in the United States, 96 cents go right back into the American Christian culture. Out of the remaining 4 cents for the Great Commission task, 3.5 cents go to the world's people groups where there's already a church. Less than one penny goes to reach the unreached peoples of the world where there is no church."


4. Ibid., pp. 64, 141, 162.

There are many mission books which quote this "2.7 unreached" figure, including the source listed above, and Bob Sjogren's *Unveiled at Last*, (pp. 137, 138). However, more recent statistics show that the gospel is spreading at a much more rapid rate.

In Patrick Johnstone's *Operation World* he estimates "that between 15 percent and 25 percent of the world's population is beyond the reach of the present proclamation of the gospel. This means that between 800 million and 1,300 million people still need to be given their first opportunity to respond to the gospel." (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1993), p. 27.

In a more recent magazine article, written by Loren Cunningham, the international director of YWAM (one of the world's largest missionary organizations), the outlook is even better: "One of our greatest challenges is to focus on finishing the Great Commission during our generation. The church has never been so close to fulfilling this job. There are only 700 totally unreached people groups left in the world (groups with no Christian worker among them). If we don't count the same group twice, such as the Kurds who live in several countries, there are less than 2,500 ethno-linguistic people groups without a local church in their midst. When this phase is accomplished, we can go on to fulfill the task of Mark 16:15, presenting the gospel to every person." *Ministries Today*, January/February 1995, pp. 18, 20.

How exciting to think that this missionary advance is taking place in our lifetime! The need is still great and God can use you to reach these remaining " unreached" people with the Gospel.


"...nearly 80 percent of all North American missionaries overseas are involved primarily in social work. In contrast, less than a quarter of the American mission force overseas is left to work in evangelism and church planting. Peter Wagner, in his book *On the Crest of the Wave*, says, 'I have before me a recent list of openings in a...mission agency which will go unnamed. Of fifty different categories, only two relate to evangelism, both focused on youth.' The rest of the categories include, among others, agronomists, music teachers, nurses, automobile mechanics, secretaries, electronics professors, and ecologists.'" Quote from: C. Peter Wagner, *On the Crest of the Wave* (Ventura: Regal Books, 1983), p. 150.


"Most people know of the sacred cows that roam free, eating tons of grain while nearby people starve. But a lesser known and more sinister culprit is another animal protected by religious belief—the rat.

"According to those who believe in reincarnation, the rat must be protected as a likely recipient for a reincarnated soul on its way up the ladder of spiritual evolution to Nirvana...As one of India's statesmen has said, 'India's problems will never cease until her religion changes.'"

CHAPTER 4: OUR BIBLICAL BASIS

CHAPTER 5: OUR HERITAGE

Dates and facts for this chapter were compiled from various resources including:

CHAPTER 6: OUR EXAMPLES

3. Ibid., p. 38.
10. Ibid.

Once, after leading an African tribal chief to Christ, David Livingstone wrote in Missionary Travels of this man's reaction to the Gospel, "...these words made all my bones to shake...my forefathers were living at the same time yours were, and how is it that they did not send them word about these terrible things sooner? They all passed away into darkness without knowing whither they were going..."

16. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya, p. 86.
17. Ibid., p. 93.
20. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya, p. 316.
21. Ibid., p. 472.
24. Information from "Full Gospel Central Church" in Seoul, South Korea, from a personal visit to the church and visitor's center in February, 1993.

CHAPTER 8: MUSIC AND MISSIONARY SONGS

Songs from this chapter were compiled and adapted from various resources including:


Bob Sjoergen, Unveiled at Last, pp. 183,184.

CHAPTER 9: INTERNATIONAL HOLIDAYS

Information compiled from various calendars including the following sources:


CHAPTER 10: TEACHING HISTORY

Historical dates and events for sample timeline compiled from the
following sources:

Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya.

CHAPTER 11: GEOGRAPHY AND WORLD MAPS

Various world continent sizes from:


CHAPTER 12: FOUNDATIONS WEEK

Resource for spiritual discipline:


CHAPTER 13-15: DAILY LESSON PLANS

International recipes adapted from the following sources:


Wrexman, Joy to the World.

1. English Language Institute Video, Light at the Ends of the Earth (English Language Institute, 1992).
3. AD2000 and Beyond, The 10/40 Window: Getting to the Core of the Core (AD2000 and Beyond, 1994).
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
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“World missions is not an isolated subject we should study, it is an attitude, and an exciting (although challenging) way of looking at our entire world!” — Ann Dunagan

“Here is a superb unit study...missions curriculum that offers insight into God's heart for every people group, from a biblical and historical perspective. *Teaching With God's Heart for the World* is filled with many teaching ideas and substance which will help parents propel the missions imperative off the pages of Scripture and come to life for their children. A valuable addition to every home library.” — Ray E. Ballmann, Foundation for Family Development

VOLUME I INCLUDES:

- A day-by-day unit study curriculum for all ages (Part I of a complete year-long guide specifically designed for the homeschool family)
- World maps, graphs, and illustrations
- International crafts and recipes
- Special emphasis on "The Gospel We Preach and Personal Prayer"
- Our biblical basis for world missions
- Biographical sketches of famous missionaries
- International songs and mission choruses
- *Missions Around the Globe* focusing on North America, Eastern and Western Europe, Latin America, and Asia
- Special focus on the "10/40 Window" and unreached people
- International holidays
- Teaching helps

**Ann Dunagan** is a homeschooling mother of four, an educator, and an evangelist’s wife. She has ministered in over twenty countries throughout the world, specifically in the areas of evangelism, children's ministry, leadership training, and music. She and her husband, Jon, are the founders of *Harvest Ministry*, an international Christian evangelistic outreach based in Bend, Oregon. Ann Dunagan graduated from Oral Roberts University with high honors in the area of elementary education. In addition, she has studied education at the University of Washington, and Bible and Christian ministry at Victory Bible Institute.